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Know your
SLCC
campuses
Brandon Crowley
Staff Reporter

One of the benefits of Salt Lake
Community College most often
quoted by students is the small,
local environment that the school
provides. While it’s true that no
single campus is monstrously
large on its own, with all of them
put together, SLCC is the largest
learning institution in the state.
There are currently 13 SLCC
locations spread throughout the
Salt Lake Valley, and even those
don’t always stand still. This last
year saw the closing of the Rose
Park Center and the opening of a
new Westpointe location near the
Airport Center.
“We don’t ever mean to confuse
people, but there are people that
literally do grow up their entire
life looking at one of our campuses
and think that’s the whole thing,”
said Joy Tlou, SLCC’s Director
Photo by Shad Engkilterra of Public Relations. “We know
Dani Michelson, Kim Riley, Kaya Nielsen, Franklynn Stott, SLCC professor Meghan Johnston and students tend to go to the closest
Sophie Dawson model clothes by designer Sylvia Heisel (seated).

FASHION DESIGNER
AT LIBRARY SQUARE
New York
City designer
Sylvia Heisel
visits Fashion
Institute
Shad Engkilterra
Staff Reporter

A bite of the Big Apple was
eaten last Thursday at Salt Lake
Community College as famed
New York City fashion designer
Sylvia Heisel came to Library
Square. About 64 people attended
the speech, question and answer
session and reception. The
Fashion Club hosted the evening
at the Fashion Institute where
Heisel showed off her Fall 2011
Collection. Along with her Fall
2011 Collection, Heisel debuted a
men’s shirt from her Spring 2012

SLCC/Continued on page A4

Collection made from Tyvek.
“I love clothing and dressing
people,” said Heisel. “I think that
is the connection.”
The first item that Heisel showed
was a hand-painted, organic cotton
jacket with silk
taffeta pants modeled by Salt
Lake Community College Student
Zoe Zoberski. Heisel went
through nine types of paint before
she found one that worked for the
fabric and its care and cleaning.
For a photo shoot that included
the jacket, she covered a room in
her house in canvas and painted it
using the same style as the jacket.
SLCC Student Kaya Nielsen
modeled a wool, mohair knit jacket
with a photo laser printed top. The
outfit had a “Mad Men” feel to it,
even though the technology that
was used to create the effect of the
top wasn’t available during that
era.
Heisel
generally
designs
clothes for women, but because of

demand, she made an exception
with the Tyvek shirt from her
Spring 2012 Collection modeled
by SLCC Student Franklynn Stott.
Heisel said that Tyvek isn’t a
fabric, “it’s a chemical thing from
DuPont.” The shirt can be written
on with children’s washable
markers and then be washed clean.
A permanent marker can also be
used and the design will not wash
away.
“It feels pretty natural; it’s a
little more papery feeling,” said
Stott about the shirt.
SLCC Student Kim Riley
modeled a red gown that featured
an inside silver lining. Heisel’s
clients are generally in their mid30s to mid-60s, affluent, educated
and into understated luxury. Heisel
acknowledged that this dress is
something that she would like to
convince her clientele to wear.
Heisel’s white cotton shirt and
leggings made from “the world’s
fanciest vinyl” were modeled by

SLCC Student Dani Michelson.
Heisel designed the bottom of
the leggings to look like a sleeve
cuff rather than a hem. Meghan
Johnston, SLCC professor, then
modeled an organic wool jacket
with a white top and black pants.
Heisel described the ensemble as
“clothes that are like pajamas” and
are understatedly comfortable.
SLCC student Sophie Dawson
followed that up by modeling a
silk chiffon poncho with a cowl
that could be worn up or down,
giving the outfit versatility for
use in casual or more upscale
occasions.
For the last outfit that Heisel
presented, SLCC Student Hyong
Moon modeled a purple and black
organic wool jacket. The jacket’s
bicolor design was the result of
running out of the purple fabric
sample.
Fashion/Continued on page A3

Helping Hurricane Irene victims through blood donations
Shad Engkilterra
Staff Reporter

In the wake of Hurricane Irene,
the American Red Cross is asking
for an increase in blood donations.
In a press release dated August
29, the organization stated that
because of the damage done along
the East Coast, more than 60 blood
drives have been cancelled, a loss
of approximately 2,100 donations.
“We expect these numbers to
go up due to storm damage and
power outages in many locations,”
said JaLae Thompson, donor
recruitment manager for Utah.
According to the release, the
“Red Cross is urging immediate
blood and platelet donations in
areas unaffected by this storm.
Individuals who are 17 years of
age (16 with parental permission
in some states), meet height and
weight requirements (110 pounds
or more, depending on their
height), and who are generally

in good health may be eligible to
donate blood.”
Colleges offer a large number
of ideal candidates in one place
to give blood. Because college
students are generally younger
and healthier than people outside
of campus, potential donors are
less likely to be turned away for
medical reasons, according to
John Petersen, public relations
representative for the Lewis and
Clark Blood Services Region of
the American Red Cross.
Salt Lake Community College
has increased its number of
donations to 75 pints during the
last couple of collection drives
at the Taylorsville Redwood
Campus.
“Each time, we’ve been able
to grow the goal [at SLCC],”
said Sheri Van Bibber, donor
recruitment representative. She
wants to get SLCC to the level to
be able to compete in the Blood
Battle competition held between

local universities.
Only 38% of the population is
eligible to give blood and only
about eight percent actually
donate.
“There is such a potential to
grow that percentage,” says Van
Bibber.
When college students give,
they typically start a lifelong habit
of giving. Students who donate are
able to give blood every 56 days
and those recurring donors are
important for the Red Cross to be
able to provide local hospitals with
the 440 units of blood they need
every day. The Red Cross provides
33 hospitals in the state of Utah
with blood. Van Bibber said that
giving blood “is the biggest pay it
forward service project when you
can help up to three people.”
In addition to the standard way
of donating blood, there are two
other methods that can be used,
apheresis and double red cell
donation. Apheresis removes the

campus
free theatre
at the grand
A3

blood from the donor and separates
it into red blood cells and platelets.
The red blood cells are put back
into the donor and the platelets
are used in cancer treatments.
Apheresis takes a little longer than
other types of blood donations, so
donation seats are outfitted with
DVD players and monitors for
donors to watch while they are
giving blood.
The double red cells process
allows the Red Cross to collect
two pints of red blood cells. The
blood is removed from the donor
and separated into red blood cells
and platelets. The platelets are
returned to the donor and the red
blood cells are kept by the Red
Cross. People who would like to
donate using this process need to
be larger and are able to donate
only once every 120 days.
“We always need blood of all
Donations/Continued on page A3
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STUDENT EVENTS
WED/31
5pm-8pm
-V Douglas Snow:
A Life in Retrospect
Event Opening
-Locals Only Gallery
Opening with Jared
Clark
@ Salt Lake Art Center
9pm-11pm
Sundance Institute
Presents: Beats,
Rhymes & Life, Free
Outdoor Screening @
Red Butte Garden

THURS/1

SLCC PICS

FRI/2

All Day
Utah Freedom Writers
Submission Deadline
@ SLCC Community
Writing Center
9am-2pm
University of Utah
Farmers Market @
200 S. Central Campus
Drive, SLC
7:30pm-10pm
“Always...Patsy Cline”
@ Grand Theatre 1575
S. States Street, SLC

9am-2pm
Murray Farmers Market @ Murray Park 200
E. 5200 S. Murray
10am-12pm
Volleyball Tournament
vs. Northwest College
@ SLCC TR Campus
2pm-4pm
Volleyball Tournament
vs. Western Nebraska
CC @ SLCC TR Campus
5pm-7pm
Men’s Soccer vs.
Weber @ Weber State
University

Sat/3
9am-11am
Volleyball Tournament
vs. Central Wyoming
@ SLCC TR Campus
10am-12pm
Women’s Soccer vs.
Chemeketa CC @
North Idaho College

SUN/4

MON/5

TUE/6

Labor Day
No School!
11am-1pm
Men’s Soccer vs.
Idaho St. @ SLCC TR
Campus
3:30pm-6:30pm
Cheap Food! @ The
Community Food CoOp Warehouse 1726 S.
700 W. SLC

3pm-7pm
West Jordan Farmers Market @ 1985 W.
7800 S. West Jordan
4pm-8pm
Salt Lake City Downtown Farmers Market
@ Pioneer Park 350 S.
300 W. SLC

10am-12pm
Women’s Soccer vs.
Treasure Valley CC @
North Idaho College

Each week a different picture from an SLCC campus will be featured. If you know the location and
campus of this week’s featured picture, enter to
win a prize by emailing your name and answer to
contest.globe@slcc.edu.

Submit student events to calendar.globe@slcc.edu
Visit slcc.edu/campusevents/calendar.asp
for more student events
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Free theatre at the Grand
Brandon Crowley

are occasionally in the productions,
but they’re also in technical side of
things,” said Scott.
With the Twilight Concert Series
The Grand Theatre Foundation,
wrapped up for the year, students which produces the shows, brings
may be looking for a new venue both fresh and veteran talent
for free entertainment. For students together for a wide variety of
of Salt Lake Community College, performances.
they need look no further than
“The thing about the Grand
the Grand Theatre at South City for me is that we’re a community
Campus.
theatre based company. We bring
professional standards to
it. For instance, in ‘The
Wizard of Oz,’ I have
totally
inexperienced
1575 South State Street
people, to Max Robinson,
Salt Lake City, UT
who is one the finer equity
801-957-3322
actors we have in the
www.the-grand.org
region. It’s an interesting
dynamic,” said Scott.
With ticket prices normally
Performances this semester are
ranging from $10 to $24, most already underway.
theater-goers wouldn’t consider the
“We’re just finishing up
professional-quality performances ‘Always…Patsy Cline,’ which is
offered at the Grand to be terribly a wonderful tribute to that singer,”
expensive, but a SLCC OneCard said Scott.
provides students with an even
This musical celebrates the
better deal.
life of one country music’s most
“Students, with their OneCard, famous vocalists and features
get a free ticket to any of our events performances of a number of her
that we produce,” said Richard hits, including “Crazy” and “I Fall
Scott, Executive Artistic Director to Pieces.” The show has been
for the Grand Theatre.
running since August 25 and can
The offer also includes discount be seen every Thursday, Friday and
tickets for up to four guests.
Saturday until September 10.
The Grand Theatre is a multi-use
Next up is “The Wizard of Oz,”
performance space. It’s a venue which will run from October 13for both student and community 19. This family friendly show is
events, but many students don’t based on the classic film. There are
realize that it’s also been a home a number of themed events running
for independent local theatre for up to the launch, including a movie
over 20 years.
sing-along on September 16 and an
“The Grand Theatre is unique in ongoing ruby slipper-decorating
the sense that, although there isn’t competition sponsored by the
a theatre degree [at SLCC], we theatre.
utilize students frequently. Students
The Grand Theatre Foundation’s
Staff Reporter

The Grand Theatre

campus.globe@slcc.edu

final performance taking place
this semester is a holiday tradition
which will be celebrating its 10th
season.
“In December, we have a gospel
version of ‘Handel’s Messiah,’”
said Scott. “A handful of students,
a handful of staff and a large chunk
of people from the community
come together and we do three
performances.”
The performance days are
December 9, 10 and 12.
These days, the performing arts
are facing particular challenges. It
can sometimes be difficult to find
a young audience for this kind
of classic entertainment while
competing with movies, television
and the internet.
“I would encourage students to
just come,” said Scott. “We would
love to have them see our stuff
because I think they would enjoy
it and long term, it would be great
as they move on if they remember
‘Oh yeah, the Grand, I remember
that, they do great stuff.’”
Performance details for these
and future performances, as well
as SLCC and community related
events can be found at www.thegrand.org.

Photo by Tyler Alexander

Empty seats waiting to be filled
at the Grand Theater at South
City Campus.
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“It [the jacket] came out a
lot cooler than if it had just
been a purple jacket,” said
Heisel.
Heisel took questions

Donations

Continued from page A1

types, but there is a special
need for O negative right
now,” said Petersen. O
negative blood is known
as the universal donor.
Hospitals use it when they
don’t have the time to find a
patient’s blood type.
Nationwide inventory in
May and June of 2011 were
at their lowest in 12 years.
Utah usually collects enough

IS HIRING EDITORS
FOR FALL SEMESTER.
Contact The Globe at
globe@slcc.edu or stop by
our office at TB 325-G

from the audience and
talked about her experience
in the fashion industry. She
said that there are incredible
opportunities
for
new
designers, especially with
the internet.
“As a designer, you have
to have your vision of what

you want the clothes to be,
and you have to have a vision
of who you are designing
for,” she said. “If it doesn’t
work for the customer, you
don’t sell anything.”
Heisel’s clothing is sold
in about 40 specialty stores
across the United States.

to meet its own demand
and share with the rest of
the country, but “summer
is always a struggle,” said
Petersen.
Dr.
Charles
Drew
pioneered the ability to store
blood in the 1930s. The
Red Cross started collecting
blood in Utah in 1997 when
the local hospitals decided
to end their blood collection
programs.
Those wishing to donate
blood may do so by calling
1-800-RED-CROSS or by

using the web site www.
redcrossblood.org.
There
are also a couple of blood
drives scheduled for SLCC,
one in October and one in
November.

Please Recycle

Salt Lake Community College

Staff Star

May Full and Part-time Staff Stars:
Soni Adams*, Tim Allan*, Gregory Ashby*, Robby Cloward*, Malin Francis,
Josh Lund, Susan Valentine*
(*) July prize winners
Here are partial comments from this month’s Staff Star submissions:
Soni Adams: Department Chair/Health & Lifetime Activities: “Every time
I talk to Soni she is helpful and happy. She is a wonderful Department chair
and SLCC is truly lucky to have her knowledge and skill.”

Robby Cloward: Carpenter/Facilities: “Robby will take care of issues
asked of him by anyone on campus. He takes care of numerous jobs at the
Miller Campus: general repairs, painting, lighting issues, lawn sprinklers,
moving furniture, etc. He volunteers to come in on his regular days off or
weekends if needed for special issues. He is a pleasure to work with and
treats everyone with respect.”
Malin Francis: Master Planning Coordinator VII/Facilities: “Malin is
very fun to work with, knows his job well, and always has a positive attitude.
And he also makes awesome Halloween appetizers!”

Josh Lund: Technician IV/ Facilities: “Every time I need access to someTim Allan: Aide III/Facilities (PT): “Tim is very good at his job. In his quiet thing, I know I can count on Josh to make things work. He is exceptionally
way he serves others well and efficiently. We know we can always count on
good at customer service and I can tell he truly cares about everyone who
Tim to get his job done. Thanks, Tim!”
works here. Thank you, Josh, for always being ready and willing to help out!”
Gregory Ashby: Courier/Facilities: “Every time I see Greg he has a smile on Susan Valentine: Coordinator III/Facilities: “Susan is a wonderful person!
his face. He is always willing to do his job quickly and happily. He provides Whether just saying hi, or helping with decorating, she is always friendly,
excellent customer service and is kind to everyone. Thanks for all you do,
happy and a joy to work with. Thanks for all your help and smiles, Susan!”
Greg!”
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location of a community
college that they have.
Whenever anybody wants
to talk about the whole
thing, it’s a hard thing to
do.”
The
first
step
to
understanding
SLCC’s
layout is to start with the
five “official” campuses.
The
Taylorsville
Redwood Campus, located
at 4600 South on Redwood
Road, is the largest campus
in terms of acreage as well
as student population. It
also houses the school’s
central administration. If a
student is looking for any
particular general education
course, they can most
likely find it at Taylorsville
Redwood. The campus
is also home to many of
the traditional education
departments, such as the
School of Business.
The South City Campus,
located at 1575 South
State Street, boasts the
second highest student
headcount. South City
offers a hearty selection of
general education courses,
along with courses from
the School of Applied
Technology. It is also the
home of the Globe Theater,
which serves as both a
resource for students as well
as a venue for professionalquality theatre.
South City is currently
undergoing a number of
renovations,
including
construction of a new
building for the School

for New Media, which
will bring various arts and
communication programs
under one collaborative
roof.
“There is a whole lot of
construction going on and
I’m just looking forward to
the day that it’s completed.
We’re going to have a
brand new building and
everything is going to be
wonderful,” said Ahmad
Varedi, Manager of Student
Auxiliary Services at South
City. “There are going to
be a lot of new students
and new programs and it’s
going to create a lot of jobs
for the college.”
As
of
now,
the
completion date for South
City construction is January
of 2013.
The Jordan Campus,
located at 3491 West and
9000 South is also fairly
large. Like Taylorsville
Redwood and South City, it
offers a decent selection of
general education courses,
but its claim to fame is the
Health Sciences program.
“[Jordan Campus is]
the home of our Health
Sciences Building, and that
houses all of the Health
Sciences programs. It’s a
brand new facility, at about
four years old. It’s just like
one of those shining lights,”
said Tlou.
The future of Jordan
Campus is indeed looking
bright. With the valley’s
population density shifting
further south year after
year, SLCC is looking to
Jordan Campus to keep
the college accessible for
southside residents.
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“It might only
have like four
or five buildings
right now, but
the long term
plan is for it to
be as large, if
not larger, than
[the Taylorsville
Redwood]
campus,” said
Tlou.
The
Miller
Campus, located
at 300 West and
9750 South, is
a relatively new
campus. It hosts
the Automotive
Te c h n o l o g y
program,
the
Criminal Justice
department,
and the SLCC
Photo by Dana Graham
C u l i n a r y The Miller Campus shown here is one of 13 campuses that make up Salt Lake Community
Institute. Miller College.
also houses the
School of Professional and oriented, technical training “campus,” the building manufacturing sites, and
Economic Development, in fields such as truck does host a good number of other
places
become
which is a kind of incubator driving,
diesel
engine general education courses. service sites, and other
for small business. Miller repair and heating and air It is also the home of places become other sites,”
doesn’t offer as wide of conditioning installation.
SLCC’s Paralegal program, said Tlou.
a selection of general
The remaining eight sites Interior Design program,
Just as it was for many
education courses as any of are mostly solitary buildings and Fashion Institute.
of its current locations,
the previously mentioned that aren’t considered full
One final “site” not SLCC’s future planning
campuses, but it does offer campuses. They consist of included in the official 13 is geared toward reaching
at least one from almost a smattering of specialized is SLCC Online. The SLCC the most Salt Lake Valley
every category necessary education centers and virtual campus’ student residents in the most
for earning an associates technical institutes spread headcount is beaten only by efficient way possible.
degree.
throughout the valley, such Taylorsville Redwood and
“There’s growth going
The
Meadowbrook as the Airport Center, the South City.
south. We’re opening a
Campus, located at 250 Jordan Applied Technology
The spread-out nature of Herriman campus in the
West and 3900 South, is Center and the Granite SLCC’s facilities is a result future, and we just made
the smallest of SLCC’s Technical Institute.
of both opportunity and arrangements to purchase
campuses.
Like
the
One site of note is the design.
that property,” said Tlou.
others,
some
general Library Square Center,
“Because
we’re
a “Our big challenge is
education is available, but located at 231 East and community college, we to make sure that we’re
Meadowbrook’s focus is 400 South, across the street have to be nimble and spending the state’s money
on the School of Applied from the Main Salt Lake we have to be ready to wisely. That’s the gist of
Technology. Meadowbrook City Public Library. While make changes as certain many of the decisions that
students
earn
career- the site isn’t an official parts of the valley become we make.”

INVITES YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE
SCREENING ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6 AT 7 PM

PLEASE VISIT WWW.GOFOBO.COM/RSVP AND ENTER THE CODE GLOBEVR0Q
TO DOWNLOAD YOUR COMPLIMENTARY PASSES! MAKE SURE TO PRINT OUT YOUR
PASSES AND PRESENT THEM AT THE SCREENING.
TWO PASSES PER PERSON, WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
MUST BE 13 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER TO DOWNLOAD PASSES AND ATTEND SCREENING.
THIS FILM IS RATED PG-13. PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED. Some Material May Be Inappropriate For Children Under 13.

Please note: Passes are limited and will be distributed on a first come, first served basis while supplies last. No phone calls, please. Limit two passes per person. Each
pass admits one. Seating is not guaranteed. Arrive early. Theatre is not responsible for overbooking. This screening will be monitored for unauthorized recording. By
attending, you agree not to bring any audio or video recording device into the theatre (audio recording devices for credentialed press excepted) and consent to a
physical search of your belongings and person. Any attempted use of recording devices will result in immediate removal from the theatre, forfeiture, and may subject you
to criminal and civil liability. Please allow additional time for heightened security. You can assist us by leaving all nonessential bags at home or in your vehicle.

WWW.CONTAGIONMOVIE.COM
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seats to a Real Salt Lake game
Shad Engkilterra
Staff Reporter

The Salt Lake Community
College soccer club is selling
ticket vouchers for Major
League Soccer’s Real Salt
Lake home games. The
vouchers cost $20 each and
can be redeemed for any
Real Salt Lake home game
including the September 17
game where OneRepublic
will play a post-game
concert.
SLCC students can also
show their school spirit and
enthusiasm for the soccer
club by purchasing a scarf
and by attending home
games.
“With the support of the
school and the students, we
could make this a varsity
sport,” said Mike Bird,
SLCC Student Association
president and defender for
the Bruins soccer club.
As a club, the soccer
team must raise most of its
funds and receives a smaller
amount of financial support
from school fees and does
not have any scholarships to
recruit players. It also falls
under the guidance of the
Student Life and Leadership
office.
If the team were able to
go varsity, it would be able
to join a different conference
and increase publicity and
recognition for SLCC. Such
an increase would result in

more money for the school.
Athletics would take the reins
of the team and scholarships
could be made available
for recruiting purposes.
More money would also be
allocated from student fees
meaning the players would
need to do less fundraising.
“The best part of soccer
is the atmosphere,” said
Cameron Crump, co-captain
and midfielder/defender for
the soccer club. “It’s the
beautiful game.”
Crump said that the games
fluid movements are like
a dance, and it allows for
creativity from all its players.
“The NFL has a handful of
players who can be creative,”
said Crump. “Everyone
else is looking to demolish
someone. [Soccer] is more
than just hit somebody.”
The SLCC soccer club is
recognized nationally at the
club level. Coach Enrique
Velasquez has created a
winning tradition, according
to Crump.
“He takes what he has and
he makes a quality soccer
program,” said Crump.
Because the team is not able
to offer scholarships, it has
to make due with local talent
that wants to play.
Bird said that he was
amazed at the way that
assistant coach and trainer
Leo Vega makes up plays
and teaches different skills.
Soccer consists of two 45

minute halves, and the clock
only stops for halftime,
the end of the game and
injuries. Teams play with 11
players on the field including
one goalie unless the ref
hands out a red card for a
rules infraction. When that
happens, the team plays a
man down for the rest of the
game.
The SLCC soccer club
plays a possession-style
game based on the Barcelona
model. The basic object
behind this strategy is to keep
possession of the ball even if

the team has to go away from
the goal to do so.
Crump says that those
who attend SLCC soccer
games should expect an
attractive style of soccer
that is competitive and is
“the second highest level of
soccer in the state of Utah.”
Vouchers and scarves
may be purchased from
any soccer team member.
Scarves are also available
at the SLCC College Store
or by contacting Crump at
(801)834-0390 or by email
at camcrump@hotmail.com.
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“A schedule
you can manage,
a cost you can
afford.”
— Michael O. Leavitt
Former Utah Governor
and WGU Founder

Western Governors University is designed to fit your busy life. Competency-based, online programs give you the flexibility to work while you learn.
Tuition is charged per term and is low compared to other online colleges and universities. WGU partners with Salt Lake Community College to give
generous transfer credits. SLCC graduates receive:
• A 5% tuition discount on all classes
• A $65 application fee waiver
• Eligibility to apply for Go Further With WGU scholarships
These are just a few of the reasons SLCC graduates should consider attending WGU. Find out more, call 888.882.6204 or visit wgu.edu/SLCC.
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Treading with TRAX

Maaike Bennett
Staff Reporter

It’s a bird, it’s a plane.
Well, actually it is the Utah
Transit Authority, or the
UTA Mass-Transit TRAX
trains and buses to be more
precise, a common mode of
travel for many Salt Lake
Community College students.
Over the past few years, and
especially this last summer,
UTA has worked to improve
its system with longer routes,
swifter schedules and the
announcement of several
long-distance trains to add to
those which already exist.
Another great thing about
UTA that hits closer to home
for SLCC students is the
new bus pass application of
SLCC’s revamped student
identification cards, the
OneCard. Altogether these
various changes have made
UTA an affordable alternative
to car-bound travel for the
active student. However,
familiarizing oneself with the
system is not always an easy
task, but it can be made easier
when broken up into clear
parts.
The first and most familiar
form of UTA exists in its bus
system, a series of routes that
runs from past the airport

to the Thanksgiving Point
area. Bus routes can be split
into a few different types.
First, buses which run either
every 15 minutes or every
20 minutes, second are ones
which are Express/Fast Bus
routes, third are inter-county
routes and last are Flex
Routes.
With a simple touch of a
button on the UTA’s website,
the UTA Trip Planner can
pinpoint exact directions
and bus routes in order to
get where you need to go.
Just type in the beginning
location and ending location,
note the time in which you
would like to arrive and allow
UTA to do the rest. This is
particularly helpful if you
use the “landmark” option,
which allows you to select the
landmark type. In the case of a
student trying to get to school,
this would be “college.” Then
choose which college you are
wishing to travel to, including
the
Jordan,
Highland,
Meadowbrook, Miller and
South City campuses among
others.
UTA’s second option
for students is the trains
themselves. An intricate plan
of railways intended to span
134 miles by 2015, TRAX
now boasts three lines of

Opinion

service as of August 7. The
are the Daybreak Parkway
to University Medical Center
line, the West Valley Central
to Salt Lake Central line and
the Sandy Civic Center to
Salt Lake Central Station
train. These three trains have
opened up possibilities for
travel previously unheard of.
Not only that, but many of
them provide a direct route
to specific campuses. Three
such examples are the Miller,
Sandy and Meadowbrook
campuses, which are all
accessible by way of the
701
Southbound
Blue
Line. The Jordan Campus
can be reached via the 703
Southbound Red Line while
South City is accessible
through the 704 Northbound
Green Line.
But the greatest advantage
to SLCC students is the
new and improved bus pass
system through the student
identification
OneCard,
created with the purpose of
making transportation more
convenient for the average
student.
Prior to this semester SLCC
had a method of assigning
ID cards and bus passes as
separate units. But in an
effort to combine many of the
previous OneCard benefits

ENTER FOR THE CHANCE TO WIN
AN ADMIT 2 PASS TO SEE
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while
also
opening up the
opportunity for
more, the two
have now been
combined.
It
was a decision
following
in
the path of
predecessors,
such as the
University of
Utah with its
UCard. The only
detail
which New TRAX line built in West Valley.
requires some
effort is the preparation for
A monthly pass for Salt
the OneCard’s use as a UTA Lake Community College
pass, but even that is easy, as is $40 while a semester
an email was recently sent pass rests at $160. Even
out detailing the process to all so, students save almost
registered students.
50% through the use of the
This email can be found in OneCard. And any OneCard
the Personal Announcements bus pass can also be used
account on the main MyPage for trips on TRAX as well as
screen, seen when first FrontRunner and the regular
signing in through slcc.edu. buses, in addition to acting
From there, you’ll be led to as a checking card and being
a link where one can pay for used for campus applications.
the pass, determining at that A handy trait whether you’re
time which pass would work trying to catch a class or
best for your travel activity. head downtown for a date,
Make note, a printout will be performance, or night out on
presented upon finishing, and the town.
in order essentially switch the
All in all, knowing
bus pass application “on,” how UTA works can be a
this paper must be brought great benefit for students,
to the ID center as proof of particularly those wishing to
purchase.
fight the traffic or go green

Photo by Tyler Alexander

this upcoming semester. And
with the new changes which
have arisen, such as access to
further distances and handy
routes at steady rates, riding
with UTA becomes easy and
affordable.
For route and map
information, visit UTA’s
main website, www.rideuta.
com. Students who may have
missed the bus pass email
in their MyPage account
can also visit www.rideuta.
com/studentpass to purchase
a pass online. For a look
at the three new railways
which just opened, students
can
visit
www.rideuta.
com/mc/?page=ProjectsFrontLines2015MidJordanTRAXLine

opinion.globe@slcc.edu

College
Vocabulary 1010
Brandon Crowley
Staff Reporter

BY TEXTING THE WORD BITE AND YOUR ZIP CODE TO 43549
EXAMPLE TEXT: BITE 80246 • ENTRY DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31

THIS FILM HAS BEEN RATED PG-13. PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED.
SOME MATERIAL MAY BE INAPPROPRIATE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 13.
Texting 43KIX is free. Standard text message rates from your wireless provider may apply, check your plan. Late and/or duplicate entries will not be considered. Limit one entry per cell
phone. Winners will be drawn at random and notified via text message with details on how to claim their prize by 9/1 at noon. Each mobile pass admits 2. Each run-of-engagement pass
admits 2. Passes are good Monday-Thursday and excludes holidays, check theater listing for showtimes. Sponsors and their dependents are not eligible to receive a prize. Supplies are
limited. The film is rated PG-13. All federal, state and local regulations apply. A recipient of prizes assumes any and all risks related to use of prize, and accepts any restrictions required by
prize provider. Relativity Media, 43KIX,The Globe and their affiliates accept no responsibility or liability in connection with any loss or accident incurred in connection with use of prizes.
Prizes cannot be exchanged, transferred or redeemed for cash, in whole or in part. Not responsible if, for any reason, winner is unable to use his/her prize in whole or in part. Not responsible for lost, delayed or misdirected entries. All federal, state and local taxes are the responsibility of the winner. Void where prohibited by law. No purchase necessary. NO PHONE CALLS!
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www.iamrogue.com/sharknight3d • Facebook.com/SharkNight3D

What do AA, AS and AAS stand for and what’s the difference among them?
At Salt Lake Community College, associate’s degrees come in three different
flavors. The AA (associate of arts) and AS (associate of science) degrees are the most
similar.
“In the sciences, you are deemed to have a more objective coverage of how the
world works. In an arts degree, we look at instead of what people are, we look at who
they are, and what they produce, and the context of their lives,” said SLCC Professor
Kathleen Hom.
That might seem like a world of difference, but for most students, it’s just a question
of learning a foreign language. AA degrees require foreign language credits, while AS
degrees require a bit more math and science.
Their greatest similarity is that they are both designed to transfer to a four-year
institution, which can’t be said of an AAS (associate of applied science) degree.
“An associate of applied
science degree is a two
year degree meant to make
you ready to go to work in
two years. It’s more of a
skills degree,” said Joanne
Thomas, assistant director
of academic and career
advising at SLCC. “You
are getting more skill
than Gen Ed because it is
meant to send you directly
to work.”
For a student who
ultimately decides
to attend a four-year
institution, the courses
required for an AAS
degree aren’t a waste. It’s
not as efficient as going
for an AS from the start,
but most of the credits can
be applied toward an AS
degree and a student can
earn the rest over a couple
semesters.
Confused by something
at college? Send your
befuddling college term
or phrase to bcrowley@
mymail.slcc.edu and
we might give it the
ol’ “what’s what’ in a
future session of College
Vocabulary 1010.
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Dear Dick,
I would like to start this with a short story, narrating things that bug 		
me and that have happened to me that have helped me get to the point where I
am today.
I am a person who believes in second chances, yet if the second time
goes just like the first time, I am out. I have asked others for help and also
scheduled time to talk about important things, and when it came down to
meeting the person they never showed up. I tried to get a hold of them, but
I couldn’t. I saw them later and they pretended nothing happened. We even
re-scheduled the meeting again and they gave me their word. I was a little
hesitant at first, but I gave them another chance.
The day of the meeting came and they never showed up. Now every time
I cross paths with this person and others who have done the same thing to
me, sadly, I don’t believe on their word. I don’t do it on purpose, but I lost
respect of their word. Like people say, fool me once shame on you, fool me
twice shame on me. I surely don’t want to be a fool three times and be seen as
someone who can be taken advantage of.
Lately, people have been over using their “words.” What I mean with this is
that they will give their word out to others and they will not keep up with it.
The worst part of this situation is that if you try to reach the person, they are
nowhere to be found.
We live in a hectic world and everyone has many things coming at them at
the same time and not everything can be done. That is totally understandable.
However, it is always nice to give a call or let the other person know that you
won’t be able to keep your word. That way you won’t lose credibility and you
will still have respect.
Letting a person know that you can’t keep your word may sound difficult,
but is as simple as talking. Our word is what gives us credibility as people,
but once we break it is hard to build it back up. Do you believe a person who
tells you one thing and runs and does the opposite? Chances are that you
don’t believe what they say, and that is the same thing that can happen by not
keeping our word.
Keeping our word can truly help our image, not physically, but what others
see of us. Nobody wants to be known as the person who can’t keep their word,
who is not responsible and respectful.
If you are like many people, you will say yes because you are embarrassed
to say no, but think for a second, can you really do what is being asked of you?
Saying no can be a hard thing sometimes, but it is just simply letting the other
person know that you are too busy and can’t do what is being asked of you.
Sincerely,
Veronica Aguilera

Remember
ou
that time y
threw up in
my lap?
That was
funny.

069120_UHS_Ecard_Print_SLCC/UU• 11” x 7” • B/W
InDesign • Marissa 3/25/11

Helping with a smile
David Bell

that work in the cafeteria,
the information booth or the
bookstore are really busy
I have been attending Salt they still manage a smile
Lake Community College
and are very polite and
for a couple of years now.
helpful.
The one thing that has
The instructors at SLCC
always impressed me about are the same way. They are
the school is how nice
very helpful and are always
everybody is.
willing to give you little
As a reporter for the
bit of time if you need it.
school’s newspaper I have
I have never met a single
had the opportunity to talk
instructor that I didn’t like.
to a lot of faculty members. They are all so likeable.
They have always been
The other thing about the
willing to take the time to
instructors at SLCC that
talk with me and are always I’ve noticed is that they
willing to help in any way
seem to give off a positive
that they can. Some have
attitude and message.
even gone out of their way They are all very aware
to be helpful and most are
that what they teach will
appreciative of having the
be used when we leave
story they were interviewed SLCC. It seems that most
for printed in the school’s
students notice how their
newspaper.
instructors make the class
This might sound like
they are attending so
kind of a sad commentary
interesting, fun or both. The
on the world, but I find it
instructors at SLCC have
very interesting that all
such a great reputation that
these school employees are some are even known to
so nice. Is it a requirement
be better than some of the
to get hired to work at the
instructors and professors
college? It almost seems
at the University of Utah.
like it is. Even when school It seems that as students,
employees such as the ones
Staff Reporter

we should feel lucky about
having such great people
instructing us.
As far as that goes,
as students we should
feel happy about going
to such a great school
like SLCC. Some of the
school’s programs are well
known for how they are
run. The Veterans Center,
for example, is known by
colleges around the country
for how well it treats
veterans.
Maybe it has something
to do with the school’s
mission. Maybe it has
something to do with the
criteria for hiring people
at the school, or maybe its
because the people who
work at the school know
how important their job is
to the students. Most likely
it is all of the above.
Whatever the reasons,
because of the people
that work here, Salt Lake
Community College
is definitely a benefit
to students seeking an
education and to the
community at large.

So your
driver’s
license
is
suspend
ed
too?
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Don’t Be Afraid of the Dark:
An old-school scare from Guillermo del Toro
Stephen Romney

a little girl named Sally,
played by child actor Bailee
Madison, whose parents have
Horror films are a very
just gone through a rough
interesting creature in the
divorce. She is sent to live
film industry. They can either with her father, played by
earn massive acclaim from
Guy Pearce, who is currently
fans and critics or, just as
working on restoring an old
easily, crash and burn at the
mansion. After discovering
box office. In recent years
a hidden part of the house,
with the advent of movies
she inadvertently releases
such as Paranormal Activity creatures who persistently
and the Saw franchises,
seek to claim her as their
the standard of quality
own.
expected from horror films
The story starts out feeling
has undoubtedly changed.
a little forced as the film
Whether this change is
attempts to get through the
positive or negative really
back-story as quickly as
depends on who you ask.
possible. When the inciting
As for this week’s
incident occurs, the pacing
subject, it comes with a very becomes more enjoyable.
interesting history. Many of
One major plus with this
us are familiar with the work film is the ability to properly
of Guillermo Del Toro, the
build suspense, something
man behind Pan’s Labyrinth that recent horror films have
and the director of Hellboy
a problem with. There is
II: The Golden Army. He
no gore or repeated jumpwas also the original pick
scares like recent horror films
when they were looking
have a habit of overdoing.
for a director for the Lord
It feels more like a classic
of the Rings prequel, The
horror film, something that
Hobbit. There was one film
frightens, not disgusts. One
that Del Toro believed was
thing I must say, without
the scariest thing ever put
giving anything away, is that,
on film. That was a 1973
for an American horror film,
teleplay by Nigel McKeand
the ending is bittersweet,
titled Don’t Be Afraid of the
which is both refreshing and
Dark. It is this same teleplay disappointing at the same.
that serves as the basis for
However, the fact that I
this film.
was invested enough to be
Now, I haven’t seen the
disappointed by the ending
original, so I can only really shows that the film does
tell you the story of the
successfully draw people in.
remake. This film follows
Within the first
Staff Reporter

few minutes, you can
immediately tell that Del
Toro has his hand in this film.
The elaborately designed
sets as well as the choice of
color for both the sets and the
costumes for the characters
echo the Del Toro style
people have come to know
and love.
The acting in this film is
also done really well. The
performances come across as
realistic and fully developed,
despite the overall lack of
character development for
most of the side characters.
Madison’s performance
in particular was done
incredibly well, successfully
communicating the complex
feelings of a child belonging
to recently divorced parents
as well as providing realistic
reactions to the supernatural
threat.
This film was a mixed
bag, but overall, I feel I got
my money’s worth. If you’re
a Del Toro fan, or a fan of
classic horror films, then
this is a film you’d enjoy.
However, like many other
horror films, this is a film
you can only really watch
once to get the full effect,
so it’s best viewed with
friends or if you’re going to
the movies on Halloween.
Overall, this film gets a 3/5.
It’s a decent movie, but it’s
something that you’d really
need to be in a horror film
mood to enjoy.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Date: Saturday, September 10
Time: 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
10920 S. River Front Pkwy, South Jordan, UT 84095

REGISTER TODAY!

www.roseman.edu/openhouse 801.878.1063
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The Super Escape Sweeps
Taking you places near and far, far away

You could win one
of six $5,000 prizes
to travel anywhere
in the world

Visit wellsfargo.com/backstage
or talk with a banker

Open a Wells Fargo
College Checking®
account to
automatically enter
for a chance to win*

*NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. TO ENTER WITHOUT SIGNING UP FOR A Wells Fargo COLLEGE CHECKING ACCOUNT, VISIT WELLSFARGO.COM/BACKSTAGE AND COMPLETE THE ENTRY FORM. Sweepstakes runs in participating Wells Fargo
and Wachovia banking stores in the U.S. from 4/16/11 to 9/30/11 and online from 12:00 a.m. PT on 4/16/11 to 11:59 p.m. PT on 9/30/11. Open to full or part-time students who are in an accredited post-secondary educational institution
or program who are legal residents of the U.S., 17 years of age and older. For full Rules visit wellsfargo.com/backstage or see a banker. Void where prohibited.
© 2011 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Member FDIC. Materials expire on 9/30/11. (581302_02530)
581302_02530 11x10 4c.indd 1
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Colombiana: Zoe Saldana can act
Joseph Meyere

could’ve used some time on the
couch, though then the world
would be short one incredibly
Nobody ever explains in the
awesome movie.
plot line in which “parents are
Colombiana is Zoe Saldana’s
killed in front of children” that
first starring role. She’s ditched
those now responsible for said
the skimpy red uniform from
child should put the poor thing
Star Trek and the million dollar
into some intense counseling.
computer animation from Avatar
Had this happened, maybe Bruce to pick up a pile of guns and
Wayne would’ve ended up
start showing the world how
discovering the cure for chicken
awesome she is. Saldana plays
pox rather than being a giant
Cataleya Restrepo, who got the
overdressed ninja-bat. Maybe
Batman-type childhood when
Dexter would’ve gotten a job as a her Colombian mobster parents
firefighter and saved kittens from were killed right in front of her.
trees rather than becoming the
She goes to live with her uncle in
world’s most beloved serial killer. Chicago who is also in the family
Like these famous characters,
business of crime and trains to
Colombiana’s main character
become an assassin so she can
Arts Reporter

avenge her family. Lennie James
(The Walking Dead, The Next
Three Days) plays an FBI agent
looking to take Saldana in, and
Michael Vartan (Alias) plays her
very confused boyfriend.
For an action movie, the film
is stellar. Saldana does all her
own stunts as she flips, kicks
and jumps over everything and
everyone that gets in her way.
Gratefully the film skipped the
cardinal sin of most action films
of the last five years and did not
have the Bourne series shaky
camera issue. This does remove a
lot of the gritty realism from the
film, but it also allows audiences
to actually see what’s going on
in a scene for a change. With all

Copyright Sony Pictures

the visceral combat
moves Saldana pulls
off, it’s definitely a
welcome relief.
The film’s only
real flaws come in
parts where the story
glazes over details.
The film moves so
fast that these details
aren’t really noticed
while in the theater,
but afterwards some
strange plot holes
do show up. One is
that for some reason,
Saldana needed the
FBI to make her hits
public before she
could go after the
real guy, something
about her trying to
find him, but it’s not
explained why she

couldn’t just go to the guy who
knew where he was and threaten
his life straight out. Another is
how the FBI managed to use
facial recognition when they
didn’t have a real picture of her
face. Apparently facial imaging
can now track someone’s head
through shadows.
Despite the hairline cracks in
the story, Colombiana is a fastpaced action drama thriller that
keeps the audience interested
from start to finish. There really
isn’t a better place for a budding
actress to show off her range than
in something as complex and
compelling as this film. Saldana
is definitely going far, and fast at
that.
Colombiana is rated PG-13
for lots of people dying and for
Saldana wearing as little clothing
as possible as often as she can.

LIKE FREE
STUFF?
STOP
IN AND
WIN!

Stop in for a chance to win an Ipad, Xbox Kinect,
Ipod Nano, or one of the other great prizes available.
Everyone’s a winner, so come and claim your stuff.

Location: Pro Vendor Fair Redmond Campus
North of Student Center
Date: Aug 24 -25
Time: 9am – 4pm

Location: Pro Vendor Fair Jordan Campus
Plaza behind HTC
Date: Aug 24 -25
Time: 9am – 4pm

Location: Walmart
Taylorsville and West Jordan Stores
Date: Aug 25 -27 & Sept 1 – 3
Time: 4pm – 8pm

Get more stuff you love with a special 9-month offer on XFINITY® TV with HD, HBO®, SHOWTIME® and XFINITY Internet.

Call 1-800-XFINITY now or visit xfinity4college.com for details.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN; void where prohibited. Limit one (1) entry per person. © 2011 Comcast. All rights reserved
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Major savings
with a minor in
stress relief.
Why should getting to college be as expensive as
going to college? With a UTA Student Pass, you,ll
not only save money over regular fares, you,ll
cruise past gas stations, traffic congestion, and
crowded parking lots, too.
Ride UTA free with your U-Card/Student
Pass. Stop by Commuter Services or any
U-Card Office for more information.

rideuta.com
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